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Abst-r,a.ct 
·Fiv'c banic mod·ols, derived from Signal Dctcctior1 
' Theory (SD'I'), were fotmylated to describe the decision 
prQocns of a subject in detecting signal in a noisy back-
ground. Their differential predictions of the subject's 
pe:rfor·mat1ce ,were· co·,m:pa.re·d in: t:erms of a modified: .fou.r 
altethc1tiVe force<l-choice (4AFC) procedure ih which Orie or 
two or three observations within a trial may contain sig--
nal. Th¢ thre.shold model was compcl,red with four integra--
tior1 models differing along two dimensions, (a) amount of 
information used in forming the decisio.n (Total or Partial 
Integration), and {b) the method employed by the subject 
. . . . . . 
in forming the decision (Majority or AbsOlute Dec is ion 
Rule). Two trained observers were used to generate. the 
data and a 2AFC procedure. was used before and after each 
test session to determine the subject 'S level of detection. 
Multiple X 2 comparisons indicated that the threshold 
model was clearly supe.tior in predicting the sul:>ject's 
performance in the modified 4AFC procedure. Attempts to 
... -· 
use the threshold model in predicting the subject's per• 
centage of correct responses (p(c)) on the modified· 4AFC 
procedure from the restilts on the 2AFC procedure for each 
test session were not successful, The predicted p(c) 
values were consistent overestimates of the actual p(c) 
1 
\ 
• 
... 
.. 
d';1t.:t, A pr~c.dict<~d rclatic>n;.hip of ttrc thres.hold model, 
i.e., p(c) increa3cs an the nurribcr of obs0rvations of 
. 
sirnal (rt) within a trl;i.l incrc;1scs, was tiphcld. In gen-
e.r,1.:1, tho thre.ri.hold mod.cl 1,red1ctions were rel .i.:=tblc cr,ti ... , 
m·at·cs o.f: the ~¢.tual dati1. t.hat ~at; gener:atcd, 
.. 
' 
. .. 
Introduction 
Signal Det:ect:ion Th-eory (SDT) is .a psychophysical 
theory used to explain how an ''ideal" subject detects sig-
nals in a no i.s:y backround. In the :g.e.nera:l St)T· p·roce.dure. 
a subject observes either noi$:~- a.lo.n:e (:N:): o·r s-:igna.1-p:lus-
noise (S). The i_,nformation :h·e r·eceives from: :a. -stimu·Ius i:-s 
summarized inter:nally by a r·e·al :number. From ·rep·e·ate_·d. cfb,-· 
-se.t-vations .of tne two stimuli, .s: and N, tw.o ·rarrc1o:tn· ·Va=r·i~rb·le:s 
ar:e.: pro.dµced by t·he: su.bje,ct·, 0J1:e. :ari·sing .fr\orn ·obs.er-vat_i_o_rt·s: 
c;,f: $-ig:n:~1 (X.s .. ) and o--rie- :from :o·b·ser:v:a.t.io_ns of noise (XN) ·• 
B.e>t,h ttre· no:rrrtall:Y ·dis:t·rj_buted· :wi:th. ··vari-ance <( 2 • The- -no·i:s··e: 
distribution has mea.n E(XNJ ~l/N and t..lle signal distribµtfo.n 
h·as :·me-an .E(Xs) =·£/:s-·· 'Ph:e e_ffect -o·f add.fng: sig·n,al to· no:ise 
·is to s:hif.t th,·e $1:gngl distribu:tion ·to ·the right of the. 
noise. distribut.:Lon by distanced =l1s. -1/N. These assumpt-
Fu.rthe·,r assurnptions· are necessary to: -d1~I'.:i:cri:be th;e· de .. c~ 
is:i:o:i·n. ·process o.f t·h.e ftub .. ject. The s1..fbj·:e.ct is c.ons:id~i~ect to 
rn~te·rs -of t:he dist-.ributions :for· S: .an:d· ff atid he m·u.:s.t know th·e 
·a: p~iop_i. p_robabili t.ies of· S: and.- ~r_... \Vitn. this information:·,.-
::tthe .id.·eal observei,~ w:_iJ l se:t· .a ¢r-i:t.er·ion va1.ue fc·). and ··.cotr1:-. 
•· 
, 
' 
observation (X) in suc'h a way that, 
if X > C, he will respond S; 
if x<c, he :will te·s.p.ond N. 
The val.ue· of this cri.tc·ri:on· ·value (C) is a ft.1n'.ct-io.·n of the 
~ priori probabiliti·e.s·.,. th·e: ·pararneters .c1:f the dist.r··ibutions 
and the -subject b.ia.-s.--a1.·1 o:.f :w.hich the- idea.l ·o·bse·tve:r 
v knows.. 1'hereforE;!, if there is an ~al likelihood o.f S and 
N and if ther~ iS no advantage of or bias for Correctly 
identifying S rather than N, the subject will place the 
criterion value such that it will maximize det·ettion. of S: 
and N. Figure 1 i1l·ust:r·a tes where the .c.ri·ter:ion value 
would be set within the two distribution:s; crf' S and N. 
In the Yes-:N"c>· task (YN), the· subject is presented with a 
single stimulus and must decide whether it was Sor N. 
The Forced-Choice procedure (FC) is different in that the 
subject is presented with a number of stimulus alternatives 
and must decide which one of them is signal. For example, 
in a two-alternative forced-choice procedure {2AFC), two 
stimuli are presenteda one signal and one noise. The sub-
ject must decide which one was s. There appears, then, to 
be only a quantitative difference between these two pro-
cedures since a NAFC task can be viewed as N Y-N tasks 
with the single restraint of only one possible Yes re-
4 
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s·1>or~rt0. It- .is po·sti_b.le, h,o_,vJ-cver, to ask the subjec.t to 
·stimulus, r,.1.ther t·hc1:ri Just .or1e. This .is more th·an· :ju·st a 
quanti tativ.e differe.r1ce :i.n procedure·, sir1¢e it :int.rod.:uces 
the question of ho::w. the ·S:ll'bject c:oornb-irre·s ·the info.rmat·.i-on 
he ·re·ceives fro'ln all the observat-i:on.s he ·h:as :mad~ to f'crtn. 
a s.ingle .rlectsillll·. Two p·ossible mod-el.s will be presented 
,, 
to e·xpla in h-o~N the final a·ecis·i·on is made •. 
The In.t.e·g.r-ation model i_s some-t·imes ca.l.l~d. th-e ''d·et,_ec~~ 
t ion-theory" 'mo·de_l sitrce it- i.s mo.st o·omp .. at_i.ble _w,it·h SDT. 
The model as·sum:e.s t:h·a·t t:he ide_a·1. o.bserv·er ·has. pe:rJ'·ec·t 
ma tion :h·e .receives from an ob~erva.t·.i.ori, There is hb loss 
. . . . 
. ' . . 
of information with incre-asj_ng o.bse.rvations. This m:eans 
that the information th·e sub_je·ct· ·receives from: the: first 
observation in a trial ,is p.reserved over all. su.cc.essive 
observations. The real nu~bers µsed to summarize the in-
formation rec.eiv.e·d -from each o·bservation are ad.ded together 
t.o f·.orm the accu:mula tion of evict,e:·nce that i.s: used in 
·making the final decision,: ·To show that the assumption of 
perfect memory can, in fact, hold up experimentally, a 
detectability index d' = (.;l/s - .,l/N) /<(' is computed. d' 
measures the distance between the signal and noise distri-
butions in standard deviation units, The farther apart 
they are, the easier they are to discriminate. Swets (1959) 
.. 
f.! f f ·1· .. C-• ''. nn· ·: .c· . :y .. 
- , : : . ~·-'.' . 
·.(y:icld0d crrscnt.i:r11.1y ·the satn_e. d ·,) rcgardl.CGG: o:f ·tnf1' nu·m.·be-r-
:pe·rfec.t -rncmoi"Y ,, t·h·o:te·, :resu·1:ts i.mpl_y.'. tha_t :the o·lJ!l-crV€fr it, 
·capable of ,storing. and se.I-ecting among eight measures .ob:al!' ;, 
ta ined in a 8A,-FC. task juG:t ·as well -as when fewer a itr:J't1c1-
ti vc!~ r1re ·off:e_red. 'The integrµ.t_ion model ftJrt-n.e·r· ass1.1n1-e~ 
·that ob·s-crvatio-ns are: ind.ependertt: (i.e., the info'rma:t_·io·n 
rece:ive,-d· from ·9ne obs:e·rva·tiqn. i,.s :not a_ factor of ·any p:re-
vi·ous o:b·setvatio.rt) .a-h_d ·that each ·c)bse-rvat·ion is ·:norma1.ly 
distributed with variance ef 2 • Therefore, a specia.1 val-
u·e of' d·' can be· mea1,ured for eacb obs.-ervat,ion. It- na.s ·been 
.f·ound that, in _ge·n·cral, d' increases by a fa:c·tor· of th·e 
square root of' the number of o··o-s·.e·-rv··a._tion:$:1 4:'n = \Ind' 
(Swets, :et. al. , 19 59) • 
T·he Thres:110·1-d .Model-, -on th·e :0th.er hand, does.- not: 
assume -pe:rfect me.mory. It is assu·med that onl:y th·e ·d,e.ci-
sion aft~r -each observation is retained and .infnrmatiqn 
from previous ob:servations is '1ost. Therefor.e, the ·overall 
d-ecinio .. n '.is solely a function of the individual decisions 
that are made from each observation. Independence of ob-
servations is aS-sumed, thereby inferring an ihcrease in 
detectability with increased observations. Each indepen-
dent observation presents another independent det0ction 
opportunity. As the number of observations (n) increases, 
n the probability of detection increasesa p = 1 - (1 - p) , 
n 
8 
\ 
• 
~, 
where p :i~-; the prcfb~tb:·Jl :.i::-ty o.f 'cleit:·.o<¢t:ion- .on: a. s·ingle o bser-
vr:1 t ion. A positi\re_: .r·,e-s·pon.s:e ·(·s:) :is.: rn:ade .for the ov.erall 
decis·ion if any one of t:he. mu_.1:t:.iple :o:ps·:e.r-vations is posi-
:t_ive (i.-e., i.f any one or· the sensory m:ea-.sµres exceeds a 
threshold):. ·The· senso:ry t.hresholds fluct}late over ti.me ~nd. 
the threshold level-s ,a.re a·s·sumed independent from one ob-
serva ticn to an.pt_:fre.r., 
,., 
·The _p·ri·ma:ry goal of tni.$ .stu.d·y is to comJla.re the ·_pre-: 
d'ic-:tions of· t··he threshold m-odel along with var·iou·-s forms 
of the integration model.:. In order to do th_is, a modifi-
c.ation of the 4AFC procedure is used which allows for 
multiple observations within a single trial. As indicated, 
in.the 4AFC procedure, the subject is presented with four 
stimuli and must decide which one of them is signal. The 
modified procedure, however, allows for one, two or three 
of the stimuli to include signal. The subject, then, is 
ptesented with two different sources of information, chan-
:n·e:l A and channel B, one of which always contains signal, 
and the other, noise. A total of four observations of 
these two channels, in various orders are offered in each 
trials J from A and 1 frcm Ba J from Band 1 from A; or 2 
from A and 2 from B, The subject must decide which channel, 
A or B, contains the signal. This procedure, therefore, 
generates the possibility of any one of 14 distinct corn9-
inations of Sand Non any given trial. Table 1 illus-
~ . 
.. 
T:a.'b.le l 
Trial Sequences of 4 Observa,·t.ii.ohs: 
of Sand N 
• 
'J 
µl 
CJ 
z 
~ 
:::> 
C1 
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rn 
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.:N 
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S· 
s 
N 
s 
s 
N 
s 
N 
s 
N 
N· 
N 
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fat.tr ,o:b~:re.r-vat ions •.. 
:Th·e· i·ntegrr1t.icn model. c1.s·, in·<l'ic:ated above, ar;sume..s 
th,at the .i:)1formation from ob;servations of a channel is·· 
.s:u.rnrned to form a decision,. However, the. integration rti:oc:}-~·1 
may be further cha·racter·iz.cd by the amount err· .in:forma,tion 
used and the method· in w·hich t·his usable information is 
employed to rn·~k:e t.he dee is ion, Total intcgrat ion as sum.es 
that the .info.rmatio:n :frpm all observations of a channel is 
used in t.h·e de:c:.i$:ioJi. pro·.cess. Partial integration assumes 
th.at .info·r.matio·n frt1rn ·on·ly the last sequence of observa.-
tions o:r· a c·hannel is incorporated into the decision pro-
cess. The intervening observations are assumed to inter-
fere with the intfafrration of infqrrna:tion, and the informa-
tion is discarded if not usc .. d fcrr a decision. A decision 
can be made by comparing the· information obtained from 
channel A (a1 , a2 , a 3, •• ,an) to that obtained from channel 
B {b1 , b2 , bJ, ••• ~). A majorit~ decision rule is defined 
as a rule by which the subject decides that the signal is 
statistically more likely to be in channel A if1 
t_a./n ~ f.b -/m, 
l:.I l. J:I J 
An absolute decision rule is one in which the s11bject 
compares both sets of information to a criterion value (c), 
and decides that the signal is more likely to be in channel 
11 
-m 
A if 1 ~ai /n ~ c and fr bj / m ~ c, 
The information from both sources, Sand N, is assumed to 
12 
.. 
.I 
.. 
Of CO·U rr .. ,, . . . ..., \,,, .• if only one 
.. 
sou rcr. or· inf·orr_nat i.o·n is be inc: uso.d t:o make t.-h.c .d:cc_·;_.f; trJn, 
· ·an at)~J.o 1,1t.e d:ec iP ion ru'lc mu·st be cmpl oye·d by t·hc s.uhject • 
Aln·o •. 
or if, 
.if I 
')\ 
~ 1..;::. I 
/}l"\ 
a. / n~ c andL_l}. / m) c 
l ·J·~, J -
"l'\. 'Wl 
~a. / n f: ·c ancEb. / m .5; c (~I 1 
.J:I J 
the st1bjcct s.im·ply .guesses. 
Four ·dist-inct intc.gra:tion models ar-e offered .as 
possibl.e models ·used· in a. subject's decisio·n. proceG:s. 
. . 
Their pr·cd_ic·tions are di_::tcusse.d alo-ng with: those of th·-o 
thresho.ln n1odcl, in t·erm.s of the mu:lti_pl.e -observ·a:tion 
4AFC proc.edure outlined above. 
I. Total Majority 
The total majority model assumes that info.rmation 
from all observation·s of .a c·hannel is used and a maj:ori·ty 
decision rule is employed by the subject, Info:rmation 
from bo.th sourc·es·,. S and N, is int·egratcd and co--mpar·ed· to 
make the decision. The subject, t·herefore, using t!1iS 
model, will maximize his chances of ·oeing correct when the 
most information from both sources is available for com-
parison, This should occur when equal numbers o-f .obser-
vations of Sand N are presented on a trial. To il.lustrate 
why a subject should be more successful on trials con-
taining 2S and 2N rather than three observations of one 
• 
chahhel and one of the other-. an E!xaminatiC>n of the' v~r-
i:-1nce resulting from: ·thcs:e ·two· ty;p·es :O·.f tr.ials: ls most 
descriptive. GiV¢h 4 observatio:ns in. a Siri.gle trial, X, 
.. Y, W and Z, the· information receive.-:d on. a. trial with 
JN + 1S or JS+ lN will bes 
Q - X + y + z - w 
J 
(f' 2 1/9 {J) 'if 2 2 - + v--Q 
- 4/Jf/"2 
' . 
s1nce1 
((2 = '1"2 = <[2 = q2 =ff 2 
X Y Z W 
Given that the trial consists of 2S and 2N, the informa-
tion received becomes1 
R = X + Y 
2 
- \V + Z 
2 
~
2 
= 1/4(2)V- 2 + 1/4(2)q" 2 
.. R 
= 1'" 2 
Since d' = (A..{ - .A.,{ ) /~ is a function of the distance S N · \J 
between the distribution means and the variance, it can be 
shown, Swets, ct. al., (1959), that detectability decreases 
as the variance increases. Therefore, all trial sequen-
ces consisting of 2S + 2N (~ 2) should yield better detec-
tability than any other trial sequence consisting of 
JS+ lN or JN + lS, where the variance is larger (4/J(' 2). 
The model prediction, then, in terms of trial sequences 
listed in Table 1, can be stated1·· 
~ I 6 I ? 1 8 t 9 t 1 QJ>[i t 2 I J t 4 t 11 t 12 t 1 J t 1 if] 
·" 
:w,h.erc t,hc tri'cll. s¢:r1uenoes li:sted within a :se·t· j):f b:rac::k-
:e.ts (CJ) are· pre·dict.ed to: y:i.eld equivalent detect.ion ·a,nd 
t:h.e commo·n· mathematical, syinb.ol :(:>): can be .re·ad in thi·s 
II. Partial Majority 
This model a.ssumes part.,i,al, :in;~e:gr_a·tion of itrf .. o:rmation 
,_al.orig_ w:·i_th. a majority cte·ci-sion .rule· .•. , Partial in·tegration 
assu.m1~.s that only the informa.-t·.:ion f:rom the last ·set of· 
o.:b•s-er\"ations of a channel is: u,sed. in the de:c .. ision proces;s. 
·This allows for the possibi.]~.ity of· :only J or even 2 obs:er--.. 
vations being used to forrri :a .. deci:sion. In continuing our 
examination of variance to include these possibilities, 
we discover that given J observations, 2N + 1S or 2S + lN, 
T - X + y 
- z -
2 
t(2 
- 2(1/4),q'°2 + (( 2 T 
- J/2<{"2 
-
Given 2 observations, 1S + lN, 
V = X - Y 
q~ = ({2 + q--2 
= 2f2 
Combining these results with those shown_above, we find 
that the trial sequences can be rank ordered by degrees of 
variance in the following orders 
lj 
• 
·2s .· ... + 2N if 2 
JS + 1N or JN + 1S 4/Jrf 2 
2S + lN or 2N + lS J/2((2 
lS + lN 21'"2 
.. :·s~i·nce the majority :ct:ec-:i:s:iart rule is ·e:mJYl-oy·ed ·i.n.: this 
model, gt.v·e;n t:h_e: sarn.e- to,tal number of observations, equal .. 
numbers of o:b.servu.ti-ons per channel will be optimal for a 
sub~ject's pe'rfo:.rrnance. However, the integration of infor-
rnation will be de:pendent upon where those observations are 
:placed within a trial. Only the. last sequence of obser-
vations of each channel will be integrated. It is clear, 
then, that trial sequences 5 and 7· (Table 1) will maxi-
mize a subject's performance, since all the information is 
integrated and there are equal numbers of observations 
from each channel, Trial sequences 1, 4, 11 and 14 also 
allow for all observations to be integrated, but there a~e 
unequal numbers of observations p.~r channel. The remain-
ing trial sequences allow for either J or 2 o·bservations 
to be integrated and the model thus predicts inferior 
performance by the subject when presented with these trial 
sequences based on their higher variance. The model pre-
diction, therefore, becomes1 
~, ~ > [! , 4, 11 , 14]> '1, 6 , 10 , 1 ~ >@ , 8 , 9, 1 ~ 
/ 
• 
III. P:.1rti.:.1.l--La~:;t Chc1nnel 
This model ;1ss11mes a J>"a·rtial integra,ti·on of infor-. 
mation in which t_he .sub_ject: tak·e-s· th-t~ ior1fo·rmati·o __ n from the 
last observation on .a .. trial an9 makes a. dec.ision bas.ed on 
·th·a-t $ingl~ p·.iece· o.-.f i._nformation alone. Effectively, this 
becomes: a YN task· whEire t.·he .f3:ubject uses an ab.s_o __ -lute de-
. . l c1s 10n ru· .e. If the informat_i.o·-n: he rece·ives': i-s· 
(a or b)">c, 
h.e: s~y$ signal, and if 
(a or b)< c 
he says noise. All trial sequences yield equal predic-
tions in this case since the information from the first 
three observations in each trial is discarded• 
(! = 2 = J = 4 = • , •• = 14] 
IV. Partial--Last Channel Sequence 
This model assumes partial integration in -W'-hi,ch the 
subject makes a decision based only on the last :channel of 
information observed. An absolute decis .. ion rule is again 
employed and the model prediction ·becomes a factor of the 
number of observations in the last channel presented. 
Trial _sequences 4 and 14 have three observations in the 
• last channel presented; trial sequences J, 5, 7 and 1J 
have two observations and the remaining trial sequences 
contain only one. Therefore, the model prediction 
.. 
' 
.bec·omes:1 
l4. 1 iil '7 G. s. 7. 1 5J~ ri. 2. 6. a. 9. 1 o. 11 • 1 ~ 
V. Threshol-ci 
The th.reshold rnod:e:l d.:i-ffers from, a.J:.1 'f-orms o·r ~ttfe 
int,ee;ration model i11 t_ha--t .on,ly t·h:e individual decisicxns. 
after each observation (detect or non-detect) are used to 
make the final dee is ion. In t·he threshold model, the sub-
ject ''chooses" a channel if any obse:rvat._io.n of that chan-
nel leads to detection o·f' signal. If no signal is detec-
ted, he guesses. Each observation from the S source -add·s 
another detection oppbrtunity and therefore increases the 
subject's rate of parformance, Clearly, the trial sequen-
ces with the most observations of signal will maximize the 
subject's probability of making a correct response. The 
model prediction, then, becomes a factor of the number of 
Ss in a trials 
Ll. 2. J. iil> 0. 6. 7. a. 9. 1 oJ> IT 1. 12, 1 J. 1 ifJ 
.. 
,, 
• 
SlJb,jccts. Two train~e.d observers, the ex.p.e_r.ime-trt:er 
d l- • • f an 11s w1 e, served as subj~cts. Training consis_t:ed-. ·of: 
approximately 25 one-ho.t.ft ~Ie.ssions of practice u.s .. ing: a 
2AFC procedure. Training conti..:nu-ed until a criter·iori of .at 
least 5 consecutive sessions of non-significant variability 
(as measured by a X 2 test) in detection level was reached. 
Apparatus. The ·e.·x:p:erimental room was sound:pr.crcrfe.d 
and equipped with a comfortable chair opposit~ a wall :on 
which were mounted twb 24 volt lights, approximately l 
inch in diameter, one green and one red. Through the use 
of BRS Forineer digital logic equipment, the experimenter 
could turn on either the red or the green light for ,7 
s:e·conds. · Along with the presentation of a lir.ht, white 
:noise was simultaneously presented over earphones with a 
lJ kHz tone present or absent. Robinson and Trahiotis 
(1972) compared the procedures using simultaneous onset and 
continuous noise conditions and found that the subject's 
performance improved as the delay between noise and sign~l 
onset increased. To avoid such differences as are found 
with continuous noise, a simultaneous noise-signal onset 
procedure was used. The subject also had the use of 
three response buttons mounted on the arm of the chairs 
one to start the trial, and two response keys, red and 
)~: 
r,reen. 
.....__,....,-
,J' 
t·ri,:11 s before each t·est .s·e:s:si·o.n (p·re-test.) and irnmed·iat:e'.l.y 
fo.llo-winr, each test sest1ion (post-test). These. trials 
\Yc-r·e -us'ed to determine the subject's detect;.ion l .. evel 
before 7tnd after each t·est session. The subje·ct .wa.s p_r~·-
ocnte<i wi·th two channel .. s of information, green :followed by 
red, and his task was: to select which channe.l contained 
signal. Before e.~ch: t.est s-es·sion, the subject was g_iv;e-n a 
cu.e tone which gave hirn t·he: opportunity to h~a.-r the s:ignal 
before the test sequtinte began. No trial-by~trial feed~ 
back was employed. Gundy ( 1961) found that subjects who 
were permitted to hear the signal before the tdst sequence 
maintained a stable level of pe,rformance throughout the 
session in an SDT task while those who were not afforded 
, 
this opportunity performed at chance level initially and 
gradually improved. Throughout the 100 trials, the chan-
nel containing signal was randomly assigned to red or 
green. A target detection level of 75% was considered op-
timal and a comparison of the pre-test and post-test 
scores for each session was used to give an indication of 
whether or not this detection level varied throughout the 
course of the session. t , I I 
20 
.. 
RcGul ts. Tab.le -2 ¢011 . t-ains the pre-test and post_-test 
t· 
.ncores of subjcc·ts I3 ,ind J for each of the 7 test se-usions 
of the experiment. A'Xf was obtained for each Set of 
2 
scores. None of the X 1 •s were significant, indicating 
that for each pair of scores, the pre-tes.t scores did not 
differ significantly fr~m the post-test sc6r¢'s~ 
Notea In this and _i:n .all other parts of the e-x:pe·riment, t.he-
da ta presented are ,poo:l·ed over 100 or l.5:0 tr,ials. Since 
:thE? models pr·e:sente:d., _d·e~·cri:bi.ng the. :ps·ychological pro-ce·ss 
·1n dctectinr; a to:n·p., ·ar:e formu·l-a:ted .in ter'ms of events 
which occur o:r1 ·e:-ttch __ presc .. nta ti_on ·o·:-f a stimulus, this rrray·· 
appea.r to raise the q:uestion of t·h-:e· subject's respo.n·S~ 
reliabi].ity to a p·articular stimulus. That is, .Ca·n in:as-s,ing;: 
the d.ata over trials tell us how the subje:ct ·is r·es:pond-
... : 
,.i11g: ·t·.o an individual stimulus? Madie:an (1:971.): te.sted re-
·s.-perrse reliability in a YN and 2AFC task :and: found that, 
:in both cases, the mean responses obt~:iil:ed· are reliable 
measures of detectability of individual stimuli. 
Part II 
Procedure. The modif·ied 4AFC procedure, described 
above, was used to prov.idea test of the five models pre-
sented for comparison. Table J provides a summary of the 
differential predictions made by each of the models in 
' terms of the trial sequences presented in Table 1. To 
21 
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J, 
\ 
Table 2 
·' 
Pre-test and Post-test scores 
for subject B and J with X7 for sessions 1-7 
· .. 
B 
Session Pre-test post-test -x-~ 
1 65 68 1.034 
2 8J BJ 0 
-~ 
J ·78 76 .106 
I\) 4 78 81 .276 ta) 
, 5 74 78 .372 
6 81 77 .J94 
7 65 6J .088 
• 
Subject 
J 
Pre-test pcrst-·t.$$t 
75 -6 .. ·.9 
5·9· ,5-4 
. ··• 
7:S :s .. 2· 
82 75 
74 74 
62 62 
60 64 
N = 100: 
. .... 
• . . 
,:;J... 
·rt-, 
.892 
.51 
.5 
u .452 
0 
O' 
.J4 
'· 
Table J 
> Predictions of the models 
presented for comparison 
24 
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. Model 
._ 
I. Total Majority 
II. Partial Majority 
:N 
.\j\ III. Partial--Last Channel 
IV. Partial--Last Chan,ne.l. 
Sequence 
V. Threshold 
I 
'L 
), 
I 
Model Predicti·ortS' 
~. 6. 1. s. 9. 1 oJ > IT. 2. J. 4. 11 • 12. 1 J. 1 LU 
~.7] :> {I,4,11,11il> [J,6, 10, 1] :> [2,8,9,l~ 
[].=2=3= .•.• =14] 
~.,1if-;,, [j°,5,7,15] > ~.2.6,8,9,10,11,12] 
[,2,3,4_]> {J,6,7,8,9,1oj >Q.1,12,13,14] 
l' 
et(ch contain.tng 4 di rrercnt trial .sequences, were run. 
The trial Sequences were chosen i:n order to maximiz¢ the 
differential p:redictio.ns of the models and provide a clear 
teGt between the different model predictions. Table 4 
provides an outline of' the trial sequences that we.re. u:sed 
in ea.ch test. session along With the prediction each model 
tnakc.s abo:trt. t:ho.se: pa:rt-.iGu-.1-ar :sequ e"iices. For ea.ch tes;:-t· 
• • "w "• 
session, each sequence is presented i5(l times, a total of 
600 trials p~r test session~ The order of trial sequent¢$ 
within a test sess1on was completely ~ndom, as was the 
,. 
channel, red or green, containi~ thi Signal. 
Results. Table 5 contains the scores of both subjects 
for each test session. A 'X- 2 analysis was performed on 
these data to test each model prediction. Table 6 shows 
the results of the X 2 tests. In many cases, only one X 2 
test was needed to test·a model prediction for a test ses-
sion. In test session 1, for example, Models I, II and III 
predicted that trial sequences 1, 4, 11 and 14 would yield 
the same results. 2 To test this prediction, a X 3 was done 
to determine if the four data points were significantly 
different. Model IV, however, makes three predictions 
about the trial sequences of session 11 it predicts that 
seq~ence 4 will yield the same results as sequence 14; 
sequence 11 will yield the same results as sequence 1; arid 
sequences 4 and 14 will yield better results than sequences 
26 
T:ao:le,. 4 
Model Predictions of Results 
for Each Test Se$Sion 
.... 
•"\ . 
27 
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...... 
Model 
Session Stimuli I III 
1 1,4,11,14 Same Same Same 
·2 5,7,B,9 Same Same 
J J,lJ,2,12 Same [J, 1jJ > [2, 12_) Same 
4 1,11,5,7 [5 , 7] > [i , 1 iJ Same 
5 6,10,5,7 Same G,~> ~.10] Same 
6 4,14,6,10 Same f}, 11t/ "7 [!, , 1 oJ Same 
' 6,10,J,lJ' Same Same Same 
1,, , .. ,,·. 
28 
... 
Model 
Session St:-i:mt.tli IV ·v·· 
1 1,4,11,14 ~,1iJ>f!1,ij [J.,4J>[J1,1f/ 
2 5, 7 , 8 , 9 {j, iJ > {j, 9] Same 
3 J • 1 J • 2 • 12 B. 1 JJ > li. 12] f? . J] > IT 2 • 1 j_J 
4 1,11,5,7 ~,iJ>fI,1f/ [1]>[5,f{>[i1] 
6,10,5,7 {3,7]> @,to] 
-
4,14,6,10 , &,14]> [6,1oJ 
? 6,10,J,lJ (j,13)>[6,1o] 
29 
Same 
~] > [6.1~ > [i4] 
Bl>@, 1o.J>[iJ] 
r < • ,'. 
I 
·.- -
'· r 
Number Correct :for Subjects B and J 
for All Test Sessions in Part II 
JO 
• 
-~· 
.I. 
Session 
1 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
. : 
Trial 
Sequence 
( 1) SSSN (4) NSSS 
( 11) NNNS 
( 14) SNNN 
(5) SSNN (7) N~lSS 
( 8) SNSN (9) NSNS 
(J) SNSS 
(11 J) -NSNN 
(2) SSNS 
(12) NNSN 
{1) SSSN 
(11) NNNS 
(5) SSNN (7) NNSS 
(6) SNNS 
(10) NSSN 
(5) SSNN (7) NNSS 
(4) NSSS 
(14) SNNN (6) SNNS 
(10) NSSN 
(6) SNNS 
(10) NSSN 
(J) SNSS 
(1J) NSNN 
Jl . 
su·b,ject 
• 
... 
B J· 
95 . 1·3:4 
112 1:.28,'. 
76 . . 111 
55 106 
·93 
·95 
BJ ~95 "- '· 
94 94 
86 96 
111 120 
108 115 
115 122 
99 102 
lOJ 1·28 
78 111 
BJ 126 
85 1Jl 
91 108 
86 119 
89 107 
9J 118 
117 1J2 
89 99 
98 121 
lOJ 119 
10J 115 
102 126 
120 1J5 
82 102 
N = 150 
' 
. . 
.. 
Table 6 
-v'2 . 
A-- Tests of Model Predictions 
on All Test Sessions 
J2 
• !')• 
Model 
Stimuli I II 
~---~--------··~· ----~-------a--•-- .. . 
1,4,11,14 
. 
5,7,8,9 
Same Same 
B J B J 
22,2)** 49.0J** . 22.2)** 49.0)** 
. B 
2.JB 
Same 
J · . 
• 06 
; 
B J . 
5, 7] 1. )7 o 
_}3,9] .89 .06 /},'?__8,cj_J .11 0 . 
.-------t-----------+---=----------___.-
J,lJ,2,12 
1,11,5,7 
D ,1 jJ -> & , 12] 
B 
- -
Same J 
B J J,1J_ .15 
_ ~.1~ 4,17* 
J,1~_?,12 .21 
4.61 9,00* 
.49 
7,05**" 
1.12 
[5,?J>IT,1iJ 6, 7] > li, 1u 
J ~ B J 
.68 ~.'l' .05 .68 5.95t L,11 8.71** 5,95* 
J,77 ~.?JJ,1~ 1.16 J,77 
B [5,71 ,05 
u, 1 O a. 71 ** (5.~[i,llJ 1.16 
t------+-----------+------------
6,10,5,7 
• 
4,14,6,10 
6,10,J,lJ 
Same 
B J 
,94 4,J8 
[?, il > [§,10] 
B 
re;, il . 22 
b-, 1Q.1 , J4 
~.7JQ,1oj .17 
J 
2,15 
2.19 
,28 
. B J ,_,.. ..... B * J 
._6 I lQ. I J8 I oe.. ~ I 11:I: 12, 1t 20 I 49*• 
__ 4,14. 12.14**20.49 ~ .. 6,lQ ,J8 .08 {§,1QJJ1,,14_ ,19 ,80 ~,14]§,lQ. ,19 ,80 
~.10J >~. 1jJ 
- :, B J 6,1w .o * 2.5 
Same 
B . J 
22,21** 25.06•• 6,10 J,lf' .07 .17 
JJ 
\ 
1,4,11,14 
5,7,8,9 
• 
J, 1 J, 2, 1.2 
' 
·l., 11 , 5, 7 
6, 10, 5, 7 
4,14,6,10 
, 10, J., lJ 
Same 
B 
49.0J** 
B 
2.)8 
B 
4.61 
Same 
Same 
Model 
4, 14 ;> [11, 1] 
J [4,1414J~8~* 
22.2J** II ...[11,lJ 4.91* 
. ~, 14JL11, 11 • 11 
J. 
:··o·6. 
.. ·. 
[5, 7] >&, 9] 
[J , 1 J] '?' [? , 1 iJ 
B 
J J,1J .15 9,00* ,12 4.17* 
l},1~2,12 .21 
B,1] >fi,1fl 
J 
9,40** 
11,78** 
1.25 
J' 
0 
• 06 · 
0 
J 
.49 
7,05** 
1.12 
B J B J [5,7- .05 .68 9.78* 11.07* 
Same 
B J 
.94 4.JB 
Same 
B 
12.59** 
Same 
B 
22,21** 
J4 
a,11 s.71** 5.95• [5,~'1,11 1.16 J.77 
[5, 7} > {!,, 10] 
B J 
.22 2.15 
,10 .J4 2.19 {j;?) 6,10 .17 .28 
[4,11!}>£J,,1QJ 
[), !J]> [§, lo] 
Stimuli 
1,4,11,14 
I 
. 
• 1'. • . ....... 
I• 
' 
I 
5,7,8,9 
J,lJ,2,12 
1,11,5,7 
. 
6,10,5,7 
4,14,6,10 
6,10,J,lJ 
j 
. . . . - . . . 
. . 
. . ModPl V 
. . .. 
•· ..... 
. . . 
... /J ,LB> [i1, 1L£ 
~''.~·.i\'. 
fi.i B ·J 
-
4,50* 1.81 
11, 14~ 5.96• .42 [1. ~! 1, 14 J9.1J** 20.96** 
Same 
B J 
2.J8 
.06 
. . . . . ' . 
. . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
[2, J] >ll-2, 1J] 
B ·J·. 
- [2, i, .29 • J7 l2,1J 1.26 2.81 [_2,~,}2,lJ 2,99 5.79* 
[i] > [5 , 7] / [i 1] 
. 
B J. 
~,V .05 • 68 [i) r':'.'. , 7 J 4,64* 
.01 [ {l l]b , 7] .48 6. J4* 1][5, 7~/[11] 9.JB** 9.J?** 
Same 
B J 
.g4 4.18 
L 4~ ~ _6 , 1 o ~ [ 14 
B [6, 1oJ ,J8 [4).19, 10] 4.2J [i47,}9, 10] 2. 06 [lij[6, lO][j.4] 12.J4** 
[J]:> [6, 1oJ>[i3] 
B [6' 101 .01 [j][f,, 10] · 5. JJ* [1J]f6, 10J 6 .1J* , [J][6,1Ql[1J~ 22.05** 
JS 
J 
.oa · 
J.57 
7.46** 
2·1. 64*.* 
J 
2.55 
5.57* 
,,5,61• 
22.)9** 
. . 
• 
·.: 
' 
' 
.. 
.. 
: I 
', 
.. 
. . 
,, 
. .;,. 
11 and 1. 't.2 were pcrfc.:r·mcd to determine the accuracy of 
each prediction. In a like manner, each model prediction 
war-; tested 
• scss 1c,ns. 
for each set of trial sequences in the 7 test 
58 X. 2 tests were performed overal]. The X 2 
' 
tests were not a]J .independent in that identical model 
predictions. were tested with the same .X. 2 
·,V 2 
contains the numbers o.f A- t.ests used t.o: 
t·est. Table 7 
test each rri"o.del 
alone; with the number Of tests which yielded accurate pre-
dictions. Table 8 Shows the resul,ts of the X 2 tests 
over each tE;!st se.ssion. Checkrnarks ( V) are used to indi-
cate which model(s) are supported for each test s~ssion, 
The last column in Table 8 indicates the subjective eval-· 
Ulition of the experimenter as to how much support was given 
to Model V over each test session, 
Part III 
Procedure. A possible deficiency in the procedure .of 
Part I is that the order of channel p~edentations is not 
random, i.e., green was always presented first, followed 
by red. Thus the subject did not have to attend to the 
• 
lights to identify which channel of information was being 
presented, Maloney and Welch (1972) found that the pre-
sence of an accessory tone decreased the percentage of 
light detections when the tone was loud and continuous, 
Tones of short duration and lower intensity were found to 
.. ' 
increase visual detectability. In order to determine if 
J6 
; 
•, 
' ' .· . ' ~ 
~. 
:·, .. ·:· 
Table 7 
Number of A 2 Tests Yielding 
Predicted Results for Each Model 
J? 
...... 
-. 
... 
Model 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
, . . : ...... 
.  
#of X4 
Tests 
lJ 
17 
21 
20 
J8 
I' 
# of 
Predicted 
Results 
B 
7 
J 
8 
14 
ir-. 
. .. 
J 
5 
? 
2 
18 
. .... ""' 
~. 
Table 8 
Models Supported by X 2 Tests 
for All Test Sessions in Part II 
., .. 
)9 
.. 
Session 
1 
2 
J 
4 
5 
6 
7 
-· 
;;. / 
·v· 
·:·/ V 
\. 
Preferred r,'!odel 
II III IV ·v 
.. / 
.v 
V 
cf 
.. v . 
. v ... ··_,· . .. ' .. . 1 • • • 
Evaluation 
of Sup:port 
for Moae1 V 
unequivocal_: 
'r-easo rt:ab:l.:e 
. ' '·. . .. . . . · ..... 
·qua Ii fi:e:.d 
,. 
..... . . 
t·hc pr~se11ce of the., ch.onnP.1 indicat:o:r .l.ieht~; had any .s·u.c:h 
.. 
efft~cts on the dctectat>ility of a tone·_,· Part III of ·the 
experiment. was run, compar'-ing the 2AFC procedur·e in Part I 
. 
·_(Prc--tc·st I·) wi t·h a 2A·FC -p·rocedure in which the order of 
c:h.:annel prc~sentations was: tandom.i:zcd (Pre-testII). Note 
··' 
tJ1at in Pre-test I, the $·u):>_j.ect does not have to a-t.te:nd ·to 
th.e lights in order to: i·d.e11t·ify the channel of i·n.for:rna.t·io·n, 
while th·e .Pre·--tJJ·St rr· procedure makes this att·ention ·n<fC·:-
er.sary. Pre-test I was compared with P;:_~test II Jn 5 
test sessions., each conta-ining J blocks of 100 Pr~·-test I 
trials and J blocks of 100 Pre-test II trials. This pro-
cedure provided a test of whether or not attending to the 
lights which identified the channels of information had 
any effect on the detection level of the subject, 
Results. Table 9 contains· the scores yielded by 
both subjects in the 5 test sessions of Part III. An 
ana]ysis of variance was performed on the data from each 
subject separately, which determined the effects of Test 
Phase (I or II) and Test Session (1 - 5). Only the effect 
of Test Session for subject J was found to be significant 
(F4, 20 = 18.228, p "-..01). Tables 10 and 11 contain the 
results of both analyses of variance. 
Part IV 
Procedure. Given th~ apparent success of the thresh-
old model in predicting the direction of results for both 
41 
•. 
.. 
' 
·.,.I., .. 
'· 
Table 9 
Pre-test I and Pre-test II Scores 
for All Test Sessions of Part III 
j• 
42 
•· 
, .... 
' 
Teat 
Senr;ion 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
Test 
Phase 
I 
II 
:I. 
·_r:1. .r 
I 
:II 
I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
II 
II 
I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
II 
I 
B 
Subjects 
s,_co.re 
'7,·4• 
~· . . 
69···. 
. . . : 
?·J: 
7·5 
·11. 
6:a: 
72. 
75 
70 
65 
Bo 
69 
78 
67 
61 
79 
62 
60 
72 
67 
68 
74 
71 
66 
78 
71 
74 
76 
73 
Bo 
4J 
Test 
Phase 
I 
II 
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Table 10 
Analysis of Variance of Subject B 
Data in Part III 
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Source 
A 
B 
ss 
188.2 
4.8 
' 
df 
4 
1 
AB 36.8667 4 
Error 608 
A= Test Session 
B = Test Phase 
20 
MS 
47,05 
4.8 
J0.4 
F Ratio 
-
F 
-
1.5477 
.1579 
.JOJ2 
,· 
... 
, 
,, 
.. - . 
Table 11 
Analysis of Variance of Subject J 
.P_ata in Part III 
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Source ss 
A 1698.8667 
B 22.5444 
AB 20.4556 
Error 466 
A= Test Session 
B = Test Phase 
'· 
MS F Ratio F 
-
-
4 18.2282** 
1 22.5444 
4 5.1139 MSAB / MSE .2195 
2).J 
** = signi~icant p <:.01 
tc,[;t the model 'n rtbi] ity to predict the maer1itude of the 
. 
resultn. From Green ,ind Swets (1966) we see that the prob-
ability of detccticn, in the threshold model, ba~ed on n 
obr1crv:ttion~,, ir; r.q\1;11 to one minus the product of the 
probability that detcc~tion will not occur on any of the 
n o bserva t, ions 1 
n 
p = 1 - ]T( 1 - p . ) 
n L=- I 1 ( 1) 
When it is assumed that all individual probabilities are 
equal, this formula becomco1 
n 
p = 1 - (1 - p) 
n ( 2) 
Applied to the forced-choice task, with two response al-
ternative~ available (as is the case in this experiment), 
the probabi]ity of a correct response on a single trial 
becomes, 
n n p(c) = 1 - (1 - p(D)) + 1/2(1 - p(D)) (J) 
where n is the number of observations of signal on a given 
r 
trial and p(D) is the probability of detection on that 
trial. Table 12 contains the actual percentage of correct 
responses over all test sessions, along with the predicted 
probability of correct responses from the threshold model. 
~ 
P(D) was calculated from the pre-test and post-test data 
- . 
of each test session and this value was then used in 
equation (J) to obtain the predicted p(c) within each test 
• 
session for n = 1, 2 or J. This provided a test to see if 
the threshold model could predict from the subject's per-
• 
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Table 12 
Predicted and Actual Probability 
of Correct Responses 
for all Test Sessions with "j....~ Comparisons 
··.•· 
.. 
-, 
,. 
\J\ 
0 
n=1 
Pretest 
,, Subject/ Est.· Post test Actual Pred. -Y 2 Session_ p(D) · p(c) p(c) p(c). /'-
B/1 
B/2 
B/J 
B/4 
B/5 
B/6 
B/7 
J/1 
J/2 
... ' 
'. 
' 
• 
.2J 
.66 
.28 
.44 
.1.3 
J/J . • 60 
J/4 .57 
J/5 .48 
J/6 • 24-
J/7 . . 24 
• ' 
~-615 
.BJ 
.77 
.795 
.76 
.?9 
.64 
.72 
.80 
.62 
** 
.4J7 0615 J9.48 
.593 
, 
.77 10.st* 
4* 
.795 68.J5 
** 
.593 079 36.59 .67 
. 
• 547 .64 5.67• .68J 
.723 •. 72 .0165 
,6JJ 
** .723 .so 11.02 
,74 .785 1.946 .857 
.?5J 
.66 
.68 
.62 1.019 .so 
.62 2.29 ,80J 
n=2 h=J 
Actual Pred. x·· :2· p(c) p(c) 
I 
I ** 
.772 11.89••l 
I 
.942'1J25.J 
.916 ** 499.59 
** .885 484.47 
** 
.753 
.687 
.912 224.41 .78 
.741 5.0069* .80 
I 
.87J 
,622 ,J47J 
i 
I 
.951 244.28**' 
• 966 iJ64. 97 **. 
I 
.. 
.912 6.064• 
.807 .968 ~J8.J4** 
.90s s.s6* .B5J .• 96 44.44**· 
** 
.865 64.07 
** .711 11.80 .88 
** .711 12.69 .90 
.781 8.741** 
.781 12.59** 
*=significant p 4'.05 
** = significant p"< .01 
• 
( 
form:1 r1cc on the ilrc-te:~;t ;1nd 110:,t-test (Pc1rt I) the re-
sul l!:, C)rt t h0. modified l~AFC tc1sk in Part II of the eXJ)er-
imcr1 t. 
2 Restil ts. Af1 revealed by the X comp,:irisons be·twecn • ,I 
.. the actual and predicted probabilities of correct respon-
ses, shown in Table 12, the thresho]d model was not able 
to consistently predict the subject's level of perfor-
mance. Accurate predicti0ns would yield no significant 
differences between the actual and predicted p(c) data. 
However, 21 of the JO X 2 comparisons showed significant 
differences (p <.05). In almost all cases, the predicted 
values of p(c) were overestimates of the actual p(c) 
results. 
Part V 
Procedure. Despite the fact that the threshol.d model 
was not able to demonstrate reliable predictive abiJity in 
estimating the subjects' performance in Part II from the 
' results in Part I of the experiment, further data analysis 
was conducted to determine whether or not the predicted 
relationship between probabilities of correct responses 
when n = 1, 2 or J still holds within a test session, 
That • 1S, does equation (J) accurately. predict the increase 
• 
in p(c) as the number of observations of signal (n) within /-i> 
a trial increases from 1 to J? Three test sessions (4, 6 
and .7) incorporate trial sequences which yield all three 
51 
va:luJ"?S :o:f' n with in ,1 tent . . ·- . •. I sesn1on • The q:_a:ta from thesiG. 
·tht'_ee. tcs·:t· sessions for both subjects ·wa.s conver·ted i.:nto 
:loe s::c'ore,~, to make a. straieht-line fit possible. Equ::at·io)·1 
·( )) was transformed into a st·raieht-line equa.tiq_n i.h: tne. 
~following manners 
p(c) - 1 ... (l 
-
p(D) )n + 1/2(1 
-
p(D))n ( .. 3:) -
- 1 
-· i../2( 1 - p(D))n 
2(1 p·(c)) (1 n - :; - p(D)) 
-log 2 ( 1 p ( C)) -- -n log (1 p (DO)-) (4) - -
Equation (4), then, is a straight-line equat·ion .. o·f the form 
y = mx + b where, 
y = -log 2(1 - p(c)) 
X = n 
m = -log (1. - p(D)) 
b = 0 
In theory, the ~traight line should go through the origin 
(b = 0). The least squares t·echnique was used to fit the 
data from the three appropriate test sessions (4, 6 and 7) 
to this straight-line equaticn. 
Results. Fieure 2 (A - F) contains the best-fitting 
straight lines, along with the actual data points for each 
of the three test sessions for both subjects. It should be 
noted, that only one of the test sessions (i.e., session 4 
for subject J) yielded results which deviated from the pre-
diction that p(c) increases as n increases. All other 
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Figure 2 (A - F) 
Least-squares .Fit of Data from Sessions 
4, 6 and 7 for Both Subjects 
to Straight-line Equation (4) 
•· 
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session~ yielded result~ with high correlations between 
the actual data points and the straight line fit. Only 
one, however, from session B7, was significant (p<.05). 
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Dincussion 
. 
The results o btaincd in Part I ~f the cxperimer1t are 
straightforward, With no significant differences between 
pre-test and post-test scores on any of the test sessions, 
it is reasonable to assume that the detecti0n level for 
both subjects remained stable throughout the experiment. 
The use of trained observers, therefore, appears to have 
effectively eliminated threshold variability within a test 
• session. 
The results of Part II, although not conclusive, are 
very suggestive, and appear to lend strong support to the 
contention that both subjects were operating according to 
a threshold model in this detection task. Although the 
data presented in Table 7 suggest that some support was 
also given to the other models, this may be misleading. 
·, 
• 
As indicated in the results of Table 8, on individual test 
sessions, some of the integration models make the same 
prediction as the threshold model. Therefore, although the 
.. ·-overall results overwhelmingly support the threshold model, 
individual test session results will also support the 
~ 
other models as well. 
In attempting to explain why the threshold model was 
supported in favor of the integration models, it may- be 
helpful to re-examine some of .the assumptions integration 
theory, as a whole, makes about the subject's receptor 
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.. An irtrportant ass~tmpt··i:on or· i·nte~ra-
ticiO: t:·hco1~y is th~-1 t t>oth S ·and N are integrable with 
.·.·.· .... ·"'\ ~ .... .. ·1 cq:UJ~.-.. <. au e. That iu, the s.ubject wil 1 receive just as .. 
much usable information from a presentc1.tion of N~ he 
will from a presentation of .'S.. In e·:ffect, t.hi:s assump-
tion imp] .ies that the sub:jcc:t can just as succ.essf.ully 
detect: a. 11·timlllus as "noise wit·ho·ut ,signal" as he can 
.. . 
"noise plus signal." This assu.mption, although mathemat-
ically· convienent, may not be ·entirely accurate. Be 11 and 
Nixon (197~) tested this assumption usi.n·g a YN task .in 
which the.y ·asked their subjects to rate the stimulus p:re-
senta.tion.s. they received on the degree to .which the wav.e--
fo:rm had signal or ·noise quality, That is, they respon-
ded on a 10 point scale how sure they were that the infor-
mation they received was S (1 - 5) or N (1 - 5). The 
results obtained indicatsd greater reliabili~y for ratings 
of S than for ratings of N~ These investigators point to 
insufficient variations .in the N waveform to permit 
~eaningful rating of them. Whatever the explanation, 
there is evidence to support differences in observer abil-
ity to detect Sand N presentations. 
., 
Another necessary and important assumption of inte-
gration theory is independence of observations. The infor-
mation received from one observation. therefore, is not a 
factor of any previous observation. Again, however, this /' 
assumption may not hold due to a subject's tendency to 
' 
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eatab] it{h some sort of ·.re-:.OJJOns·e. p·att-¢·rrr.. Speeth and: 
Mathews (1961), usinc: a 4AFC procedure, found dependen-
cies between successive response interva_ls. That is, the 
:subject's respon.se depended, in part, upon his sequcr1ce of 
·p:ast responses, The length and degree of: t·his, dependency· 
v·aried over subjects and with t·he particular :seq_uence o.f 
intervals used, but it was shown to extend as far as J or 
4 past intervals. These dis;crepancies between model assum-
ptions and the actual behavior of subjects in a detection 
task may have strong consequences resu.l ting in the Iac·k of 
support shown for the integration models in this study. 
It should be noted, however, that the threshold model also 
assumes independence of observations. It is possible that 
any dependencies which resulted between observations in 
this task may have helped lead to good threshold model 
predictions, 
Part III of the experiment attempts to show that the 
data from Part I are valid despite the fact that attending 
to the channel indicator lights was not necessary. In 
view of the results comparing the Pre-test I with the 
Pre-test II procedure, it can be stated that the two 
tasks do not yield differential results, The fact that 
su~ject J's results differ significantly o¥er test ses-
sions is unimportant, since all comparisons were made 
within a particular test session. 
Part IV also yielded very conclusive results. Theo-
6J 
I 
I 
f 
• 
.. 
.. 
:r.e·t:ic~Jlly, .. the ttfre·tiho:ld m_o:.d:ol shol1ld be a·:ble to predi:ct 
fr?·om the rcsultf; of a .2'.A.FC _·procedure, the subject'~ p_er-. 
forrnrinco in a 4AFCi .pr.occd.µtc. However, tJ1:·e data in Pa.rt 
IV show that the p:r:_ed.iction .equation (J) :r·.o.r the: most. 
part y·ie lded overestima.tes:" o:f the actual p·er.centae:e of 
correct responses. T.h·ere· ar:e :a :numb~r· of· e·xplanations· for 
" 
why th is pre-q.ictcd te:l.a.t.ionsh:ip did not hold. Perhaps 
there i:s :more th.an:: .a quan.ti·t·ative diffc.rence between c:1 
2:AFC and ·a -4A.FC detec.tio·n task. The s-u·bj'ect·' s respons.e 
:~ttt-a tegy -cou·:1.d change when presented with these cli.ffer:ent: 
tasks. Also, the term "modified" in the modified· 4AFC 
procedure used in :.Pa-rt.: II may have had greater conse .... 
quences on the res:u-1 t.s· t.h:an expected. Instead of on·l:Y :O:ne 
observation :o:f signa·1 in a 4AFC task, the subject cou.ld. 
receive 1, 2 or J observations in the modified procedure 
with 2 rather than 4 response alternatives. Clearly, 
these procedttres could differ in an unknown qualitative 
way, making theoretical comparisons cumbersome, if not 
impossible. 
Part V data, however, show that relatiqnships within 
the modified 4AFC procedure are consistent. That is, 
.•. 
given a subject's performance when one observation of sig-
nal is observed (n = 1), his performance when n = 2 and 
n =.J will follow from the relationship specified in equa-
tion (4). Although only one correlation is significant 
individually, the fact that 5 out of the 6 correlations 
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C X CC e d • 9 4 in h i. C: h l y r; u [~ f. CG t. i Ve O f th e C X i 8 t C' fl Ce O f a 
str0.ric.: relationship. · Since only J data points are u~jed in 
form inc: the Gtr:1ir,ht- 1 ine fit, the correlations are forced 
to l>c prohibitively hic:h (r = ,997, p< .05) in order to 
attain significance. Perhaps, due to the use of a modi-
fied rather than traditional 4AFC procedure, equation (4) 
does not specify the exact linear relationship in this 
particular case. 
In conclusion, it is felt that the evidence presented 
strongly ~upports the threshold model's explanation for a 
subject's behavior in a signal detection task. More inves-
tigation is needed, however, before a definitive statement 
can be made regarding the predictive relationships which 
hold when using the tasks employed in this experiment, It 
would also be interesting to compare the same models using 
'. 
different types of tasks to see whether the success of the 
threshold model would generalize beyond the modified 4AFC 
procedure • 
• 
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